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In this edition of our series about demystifying the spec sheet, we’ll take a little 
break from scads of numbers (don’t worry – there’ll be some numbers) to 
address the terminology used in describing equalizers and filters, both with 
respect to the functions they perform and how they work.  
 
 
The Basic Terms 
 
While we want the flattest frequency response for our preamps and recorders, 
sometimes things sound better when certain frequencies are boosted or 
attenuated. A filter or equalizer is the tool for that job. A filter does one job – it 
cuts the level of a specific range of frequencies – highs, lows, or mids. An 
equalizer can be a single filter, fixed or adjustable, but for audio production work, 
it’s usually a box that includes several adjustable filters that can boost or cut 
multiple frequency ranges. We got the equalizer from The Telephone Company, 
from where much audio technology derives, who originally designed it as a 
device to correct the frequency response losses of a long transmission cable. I’ll 
be using the terms filter and equalizer somewhat interchangeably here – keep 
the application in mind and you’ll keep it straight.  
 
 
Implementations – Analog, Digital, Passive, and Active 
 
A passive analog filter is built from capacitors, inductors, and resistors and has 
no gain, only loss. A inductor-capacitor circuit (L-C for short, with L and C being 
the abbreviations for inductance and capacitance) can create a boost at its 
resonant frequency, but without amplification, there’s no real gain. The sound of 
a passive filter, particularly one that uses inductors, is loved by some due to a 
tendency to “ring.” This adds frequencies to transients that aren’t present in the 
source, producing distortion that’s usually described as “phat.”   
 
Typically, an amplifier will follow a passive filter circuit in the same box in order to 
make up for signal loss. Even though such a device has a power cord, it’s usually 
considered to be a passive filter since the amplifier doesn’t affect the frequency 
response. The Pultec EQP-1 is an example. 
 
An active filter uses the same passive components to shape the frequency 
response, but places them in the feedback path of an amplifier to modify the 
amplifier’s frequency response. In this instance, it’s the active component (the 
amplifier) that actually does the work.  
 



A digital equalizer emulates passive components mathematically and can create 
any filter passband shape. The equalizer section of a DAW channel strip is 
probably the most common example. Digital equalizers are often described as 
IIR or FIR (Infinite or Finite Impulse Response), which relates to the algorithms 
used to create the desired frequency response. More details later.  
 
Now, let’s have a look at the frequency response of filters and the various 
parameters associated with a filter’s action. For simplicity, we’ll examine filters 
that cut, but the same characteristics apply to filters that boost.  
 
 
Shape, Slope, Bandwidth, and Q 
 
The three basic filter types are high pass, low pass, and band pass, so named for 
the frequencies that they pass with minimal attenuation. Sometimes they’re 
named for what they cut rather than pass, as in low cut or high cut. I tend to use 
the name for the job being done, for example calling a mic preamp’s 80 Hz filter 
“low cut” since that’s what I want it to do. “High pass” is equally correct, however. 
Figure 1a shows the frequency response curves for low and high cut filters. 
Figure 1b shows a bandpass filter.  

 
The slope of the curve that describes how 
fast the signal amplitude changes with 
respect to frequency is specified in dB per 
octave. The slope is a function of the 
circuit design and is often stated as the 
order of the filter. A first order filter has a 
slope of 6 dB per octave. A second order 
filter, which can be made by cascading 
two first order filters, has a slope of 12 dB 
per octave, etc. (Figure 2) The sometimes 
desired “brick wall” filter doesn’t exist in 
practice, but modern digital filter designs 
can get pretty close.  

 
You may run across the terms passband and stop band. The stop band is the 
frequency range where the filter is filtering, the passband is the frequency range 
that’s unaffected by the filter. The boundary separating these bands is the filter’s 
design frequency, or frequencies in the case of a bandpass filter. 
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The design frequency of a filter, which is sometimes called the “rolloff” or  “cutoff” 
frequency, or the “knee,” is the frequency at which the amplitude of the filter’s 
output changes by 3 dB from that at the reference (no filtering) frequency.  
 
A practical filter doesn’t 
change slope instantly at its 
design frequency, there’s 
always a “knee” before the 
theoretical slope is reached. 
Figure 3 is a plot of the 
measured frequency 
response of a first order 1kHz 
high pass filter.  
 
Note that there’s less than a 
6 dB drop in the first octave 
below 1 kHz. The slope doesn’t reach the theoretical 6 dB/octave until about 
200 Hz. Also, the amplitude doesn’t reach 0 dB (flat) until about 10 kHz. This isn’t 
a very sharp filter, but it’s perfectly suited for some applications. The lesson here 
is that a low-cut filter on your mixer that’s specified as “80 Hz, 6 dB/octave” isn’t 
going to stop much kick drum bleed. You’ll probably need an 18 dB/octave or 
steeper filter to help there.  
 
With a shelf or shelving filter 
(Figure 4), the amplitude changes 
with frequency when moving away 
from the cutoff frequency, but 
levels off at some point. The result 
is all that frequencies in the stop 
band are attenuated by the same amount. A shelf can be either low or high pass. 
 
Q, which represents the passband width, is an important part of a bandpass 
filter’s specification. It’s a calculated value equal to the center frequency of the 
passband divided by bandwidth, which for a bandpass filter is the difference 
between the frequencies above and below the peak at their -3 dB points. There 

are no units for Q; it’s just a 
number. 
 
A parametric equalizer is one 
that allows Q to be adjusted 
along with the gain and center 
frequency. Figure 5 illustrates 
a 3 kHz boost at maximum 
(red) and minimum (green) Q 
settings for a commercial 
parametric equalizer. The 
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frequencies where amplitude crosses the –3 dB line are shown. The difference 
between those two frequencies is what defines the bandwidth, 
 
For maximum Q (red):  
Bandwidth = [3.2 kHz – 2.5 kHz] = 0.7 kHz, and Q = [3 kHz ÷ 0.7 kHz] = 4.3   
 
For minimum Q (green):  
Bandwidth = [7.5 kHz – 1.2 kHz] = 6.3 kHz, and Q = [3 kHz ÷ 6.3 kHz]  = 0.5.  
 
This equalizer specifies that Q is adjustable from 0.5 to 5, which is close enough 
to my measurements to believe.  
 
An important thing about Q is that, while you can calculate it for any case, for the 
purpose of a specification, Q is always measured at the filter’s maximum boost or 
cut. For this equalizer, the “gain” knob goes up to +15 dB. Figure 6 showing a 3 
dB boost at 3 kHz with 
maximum and minimum Q 
illustrates why.  
 
Maximum Q for this case 
calculates out to 0.9, but at 
minimum Q, without extending 
the measurement beyond 20 kHz, we can’t tell where the curve intersects the 
-3 dB line. Extrapolating puts the curve crossing the 3 dB line at around 25 kHz, 
which calculates Q to be about 0.1. Don’t panic! EQ works fine with small boosts 
or cuts, it’s just that without knowing the –3 dB points, bandwidth, nor slope for 
that matter, can’t be defined.  
 
Equalizers with Q of less than 1 are often described as “musical.” An equalizer 
with Q in the 1-2 range is often termed “British,” and Q of 5 or greater is often 
described as “surgical.”  These aren’t official definitions, they’re marketing terms 
that have fallen into somewhat common use. 
 
A “Constant Q” equalizer is one in which the bandwidth changes with the gain so 
the curve doesn’t flatten out for small amounts of boost or cut. It can be handy for 
live work, but once applied, constant Q equalization can’t really un-done.  
 
Lastly, bandwidth is sometimes expressed in octaves or fractions of an octave. 
The one-third octave graphic equalizer is the most common example, but a few 
parametric equalizer plug-ins have picked up on this labeling. I can’t think of any 
reason for this other than to be a little different. 
 
There’s Phase, Too 
 
Though you’ll probably never see a number for phase shift on a filter spec sheet, 
all physical filters introduce a phase shift between input and output. This is a 
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result of the characteristic time lag 
between the current and voltage when 
an alternating current is applied to a 
capacitor or inductor.  
 
The most common filters are 
characterized as minimum phase. As 
the name implies, this design introduces 
the least amount of phase shift 
necessary to achieve the desired filter shape. For a minimum phase filter, the 
amount of phase shift changes with frequency, and not linearly. Figure 7 shows 
the frequency and phase response of a 300 Hz low-cut filter with the amplitude 
scale on the left and phase on the right of the graph. The phase shift is 180° for 
much of the slope up, hits 90° at the design frequency, and approaches 0° as the 
frequency response levels off. The result is that not all frequencies passing 
through the filter are delayed by the same amount of time, causing “smearing” of 
some complex waveforms. That’s not as bad as it sounds, and is the sound that 
we have become accustomed to hearing when using traditional analog filters.   
 
A name like “minimum phase” implies that there’s an alternative, and indeed 
there is. For a linear phase filter (Figure 8), the phase shift is linear with 

frequency, resulting in a fixed time 
delay through the filter for all 
frequencies. The payoff is that a linear 
phase filter preserves the shape of a 
complex waveform more accurately 
than a linear phase filter. The tradeoff 
is a greater total amount of phase shift 
(though in this graph it’s normalized to 
zero), resulting in a substantial amount 
of latency.  

 
It’s often difficult to hear phase shift on a single source, but understanding an 
equalizer’s phase characteristics becomes important when mixing two sources 
with a lot of content in common such as when two mics are used on the same 
source. If the same frequency in the two signal paths is delayed by different 
amounts, when mixing, comb-filtering effects will be very different than if both 
paths had the identical phase shift characteristics.  
 
Active Filters and Equalizers 
 
An active filter has several advantages over a passive one. It has gain so it can 
boost as well as cut. An active filter can be built from smaller and less expensive 
components than a passive filter, and it can have a wider adjustment range than 
a passive filter. Capacitors substitute for more expensive inductors, and variable 
resistors (pots) allow continuous adjustment of frequency and gain. The 
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disadvantage is that more parts and a source of power are required, and a little 
noise from the active circuitry is unavoidable.  
 
Most active equalizers are based on the “State-Variable” circuit. This employs 
operational amplifiers (opamps), with the frequency-determining components 
placed in the amplifier’s feedback path. A state-variable filter circuit can function 
as either a constant slope or shelving low- or high-pass filter, a bandpass filter, or 
a notch filter. A parametric equalizer is one that offers adjustable bandwidth for a 
bandpass filter and adjustable slope for high- and low-pass filters. With today’s 
inexpensive and high quality opamps, the state-variable equalizer is nearly 
universal in all but the simplest mixing consoles.  
 
Other than the number and range of controls, you’ll see few numerical 
specifications for an equalizer, though a stand-alone hardware equalizer will 
often offer specs for nominal signal levels and noise.  
 
 
Digital Filters 
 
A digital filter is one in which a mathematical algorithm is used to compute the 
desired frequency and phase response. One example is an equalizer in the form 
of a DAW plug-in. Many powered loudspeakers are now employing a dedicated 
IC to provide digital low- and high-pass filters for the crossover network; 
furthermore, digital filters for correcting a driver’s frequency response, phase-
aligning the drivers, and even assistance in correcting room acoustic problems 
are becoming more common.  
 
Digital filters are usually characterized as IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) and 
FIR (Finite Impulse Response).  
 
An IIR algorithm involves feedback, around a series of delays and adders. The 
“infinite” in its name comes from the fact that when a test signal consisting of one 
full scale sample followed by a bunch of zeros is applied to the filter input, that 
pulse re-circulates through the computation many times (not really an infinite 
number because that wouldn’t make a very good filter) and appears in the output 
with the same sort of ringing that follows a transient in some analog filters. Thus, 
an IIR filter is good at emulating an analog filter design, and indeed, that’s what 
most common plug-ins employ. The use of feedback reduces the complexity of 
the calculations, so IIR filters tend to be fairly computer-efficient.  
 
An FIR filter has no feedback, therefore there are a finite number of calculations 
performed between input and output. Computations are complex and rather 
brute-force. Because an FIR is computation-intensive, when used in conjunction 
with a host DAW, it can gobble up CPU power. You may need to be judicious in 
how many you apply in a mix. An FIR filter introduces considerably more latency 
than an IIR, often requiring a few hundred milliseconds of delay compensation. 



An FIR filter is strictly digital – although it can model an analog filter, you can’t 
build one from analog components. 

Is one design better than the other? Not really. They sound different. For a 
minimum phase filter, the IIR design works fine and is the simpler design. For a 
linear phase filter, the FIR design, while it requires more computer horsepower 
than an IIR filter, is more common. 
 
There’s a certain infatuation with FIR 
equalizers because they can do things that a 
classic equalizers can’t. A linear phase FIR 
filter has a characteristic known as “pre-
ringing.” Because of the way that the delays 
are interconnected, it’s possible for the filter’s 
initial response to a transient can appear at 
the output before the actual transient’s 
leading edge, as figure 9 shows. This is hard 
to imagine and the workings can’t be 
explained in a few words, so just believe it. The “pre-ring” can fatten up the 
transient, which makes the sound of an FIR filter appealing at time. However, 
when using an FIR linear phase parametric equalizer, the frequency bands 
interact differently than with a minimum phase equalizer, sometimes in good 
ways, sometimes not.   
 
 
The Final Curve 
 
Since this series is about specifications, I’ll add this final thought. When it comes 
to equalizers, nobody cares much about specifications other than what they do 
and what they cost. You might be concerned about noise, operating levels, and 
headroom. Let’s say you’re working with a hardware equalizer that has a nominal 
operating level of +4 dBu. If you run a track through it and boost a frequency by 
15 dB, you might not make it to its maximum output level of +20 dBu. The same, 
in theory, applies to a digital equalizer in your DAW’s channel strip, but with 
modern 64-bit operating systems and 32-bit or 24-bit floating point arithmetic, 
while you will probably need to trim the output level back when mixing, you’re not 
likely to run out of headroom within the equalizer itself. But be careful!  
 
Equalizers aren’t lab instruments, they’re working tools that you use in 
conjunction with your ears, and accurate calibration of the knobs isn’t terribly 
important. Just because a famous engineer boosted the lead vocal 2.5 dB at 1.78 
kHz doesn’t mean that setting will make your singer sound glorious. To most 
users, an equalizer is just whatever comes in the box, but with the wide world of 
plug-ins, understanding the jargon can aid you in finding what you need.  
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